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This study examines zero marking, i.e. the absence of an overt expo-
nent, in adjectival, nominal and verbal inflectional morphology across
languages. The first part of the study provides an overview of the dis-
tribution of zero markers in inflection paradigms using the UniMorph
dataset. The results show that there is a general preference against
zero marking. The distribution of zero markers varies to a great ex-
tent across languages and lemmas, the only robust trend being that
they are avoided in cells that express a high number of grammatical
values. The second part of this study examines the association between
marker frequencies and phonological length using the Universal De-
pendencies treebanks. While token frequency is a good predictor for
the length of overt markers, it does not account for the occurrence
of zero markers. This is taken as evidence to support a differential
non-development scenario of zero marking rather than a phonetic re-
duction scenario.

1INTRODUCTION

The present study examines the distribution of zero forms in adjectival,
nominal and verbal inflectional morphology. In typology, zero mark-
ing plays an important role for coding efficiency or form-frequency
effects in morphosyntax. The analysis of form-frequency effects go
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back to the early findings by Zipf (1935) that more frequent lexical
elements tend to be shorter than less frequent ones. There is crosslin-
guistic evidence that also in inflectional morphology, more frequent or
predictable markers tend to be shorter or at least not longer than com-
parable less frequent markers (Greenberg 1966; Guzmán Naranjo and
Becker 2021; Stave et al. 2021; Haspelmath 2008b; Haspelmath et al.
2014; Haspelmath 2021; Haspelmath and Karjus 2017). Such effects
can be subsumed under the term of coding efficiency. The coding of
grammatical expressions is efficient, because it saves effort in the pro-
duction and processing of speech but maintains the successful transfer
of information (cf. Levshina 2022, for an overview of efficiency in lan-
guage and communication).

Usually, zeromarkers (in the sense of zero exponence) are grouped
with shorter markers as opposed to longer ones. It is often explicitly
or implicitly assumed that zero markers are used to express highly
frequent morphosyntactic functions similarly to shorter markers (e.g.
Bybee 2011; Croft 2003, Ch. 4; Diessel 2019, Ch. 11; Greenberg 1966,
32-37; Haspelmath 2008a, 2008b, 2021; Song 2018, Ch. 7). How-
ever, a quantitative crosslinguistic overview of the distribution of
zero marking in inflection is still not available. The objective of this
paper is to start filling this gap.

To do so, I analyze the distribution of zero markers in the Uni-
Morph dataset (McCarthy et al. 2020), which is a crosslinguistic
database of inflectional paradigms for individual lemmas. I first pro-
vide some theoretical background on zero marking and coding effi-
ciency and introduce a working definition of zero markers in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the dataset as well as the marker extraction, and
it discusses examples of zero markers. I then analyze the probabil-
ity of zero marking using the UniMorph dataset in Section 4. As will
be seen, zero marking is generally dispreferred across languages and
parts of speech. Section 5 then zooms in on those cells and values of
adjectival, nominal and verbal inflectional paradigms that are most
likely to be zero marked across languages. In Section 6, I turn to the
distribution of zero markers in language use. Using corpus data from
the Universal Dependencies treebanks (Zeman et al. 2023), I analyze
the association between token frequencies of inflection markers and
their phonological length, including the distribution of zero markers.
As we will see, frequency does not affect zero markers in the same
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way as overt markers. Section 7 discusses the findings of this study
with a special focus on the role of coding efficiency to account for the
distribution of zero marking. Section 8 concludes.

2ZERO MARKING

This section introduces the relevant theoretical notions related to zero
marking. Section 2.1 introduces zero marking and its relation to cod-
ing efficiency in typology. In Section 2.2, I then propose a working def-
inition of zero markers for the purposes of the present study. Through-
out the paper, I use zero marking to refer to the absence of phonetic
exponence (“zero exponence”) of a morphosyntactic function.

2.1Zero marking and coding efficiency

Themodern understanding of coding efficiency beganwith Zipf (1935),
who showed that more frequent words tend to be shorter than less fre-
quent words. Greenberg (1966, 1963) was one of the first typologists
to relate the token frequencies of grammatical values to their formal
markedness. An “unmarked” value in this sense is characterized by
the absence of an exponent, which is contrasted with a “marked”
value that is expressed by an overt exponent. For instance, Green-
berg (1966, 32-37) showed how the markedness of singular, plural
and dual forms of nouns, verbs, and adjectives is reflected in their
distribution in corpora from various languages. He noted that the
“unmarked” number value, singular, is substantially more frequent
than the usually “marked” number values of plural and dual in corpus
data from different languages.

Taking up Greenberg's findings and doing away with the concept
of markedness, Haspelmath (2008a,b) argued that the length, com-
plexity or availability of grammatical markers can be accounted for by
their frequency in language use. In a more recent study, Haspelmath
(2021, 2) proposed the following form-frequency correspondence hy-
pothesis:
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(1) The grammatical form-frequency correspondence hypothesis
When two grammatical construction types that differ mini-
mally (i.e. that form a semantic opposition) occur with sig-
nificantly different frequencies, the less frequent construction
tends to be overtly coded (or coded with more segments),
while the more frequent construction tends to be zero-coded
(or coded with fewer segments), if the coding is asymmetric.
(Haspelmath 2021, 2)

This hypothesis includes the assumption that zero forms pattern with
shorter forms in being used for coding comparatively frequent expres-
sions. Applied to inflectional morphology, we should thus expect zero
marking for highly frequent values of morphosyntactic features. By
now there is indeed much evidence for effects of coding efficiency be-
tween comparable grammatical expressions. However, examples usu-
ally only involve a difference in lengths, i.e. shorter vs. longer forms.1
The participation of zero forms has not yet been the focus of any sys-
tematic crosslinguistic study. There are some indications from the lit-
erature, though, which suggests that coding efficiency and frequency
may not be a suitable explanation for the distribution of zero markers.

Stolz and Levkovych (2019) provide a qualitative overview of the
distribution of zero marking in inflection (“absence of material expo-
nence, AOME”) from the perspective of canonical morphology. They
note that “[f]rom the small number of cases discussed above it tran-
spires that frequency might not always be the most powerful factor
to make a given word-form or category a candidate for AOME” (Stolz
and Levkovych 2019, 396-397).

Guzmán Naranjo and Becker (2021) come to a similar conclusion
based on a quantitative analysis of the association between the length
of nominal inflection markers and their distribution across paradigms.
They also use the UniMorph database, but focus on nominal inflec-

1A few examples of quantitative approaches to form-frequency effects in
grammar are: Guzmán Naranjo and Becker (2021) for the length and paradig-
matic distribution of nominal inflection markers, Stave et al. (2021) for the length
and frequency of morphemes in general, Haspelmath et al. (2014) for the ex-
pression of causal and non-causal alternations, Haspelmath (2008c) for reflexive
marking, Haspelmath and Karjus (2017) for number marking and Ye (2020) for
(in)dependent possessor marking.
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tion and test different distributional factors for their association with
marker length. Although they find that marker length is associated
with their type frequency, their results suggest that other measures
such as the entropy of the marker are better predictors for their length.
With their main focus being on predicting marker length from distri-
butional measures, one detail of their analysis concerns zero mark-
ing and is highly relevant for the present study. Guzmán Naranjo and
Becker (2021) note that a simple Poisson model to predict marker
length strongly overestimates the occurrence of zero markers. This
suggests that the distribution of zero markers does not simply follow
the pattern of shorter ones.

Another area in which zero marking has been mentioned to be-
have differently is the occurrence of zero for person and number mark-
ing on verbs. Several quantitative typological studies (Bickel et al.
2015; Cysouw 2003; Siewierska 2010) find that zero for person mark-
ing is rather uncommon across languages. In contrast to the traditional
view in typology, these studies do not find evidence for a paradigmatic
preference of third person (singular) being zero marked on the verb.
However, all three studies show that if a person marker is zero, it more
likely expresses third person (singular) than first or second person.

Seržant and Moroz (2022) also mention zeros in verbal person-
number marking. Analyzing the length of person-number markers in
a typological sample, they argue for an attractor state in which the
lengths of different indexes are associated with their frequencies in
language use. Seržant and Moroz (2022, 6) note that “[…] articula-
tory efficiency plays an important role here: the more expected the
sign is the shorter it is. Nevertheless, zero is not preferred.” Yet, they
motivate the crosslinguistic avoidance of zero forms by invoking two
types of efficiency: processing and planning efficiency. Seržant and
Moroz (2022, 7) hypothesize that an overt exponent facilitates pro-
cessing on the addressee's side. They also propose that avoiding zero
marking makes planning more efficient on the speaker's side, “[…] be-
cause it provides a straightforward link frommeaning to coding, while
zero is inherently ambiguous by being linked to various meanings and
domains” (Seržant and Moroz 2022, 7). Whether or not the avoidance
of zero marking can indeed be accounted for by processing or plan-
ning efficiency requires proper psycholinguistic testing. The relevant
point is that coding efficiency does not seem to be applicable to the
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frequency distribution of zero markers in person indexing in the same
way as it is for overt markers.

2.2 A working definition of zero markers

The discussion and use of zero has a long tradition in morphology and
in linguistics in general. It goes back to Pāṇini, who introduced the
idea of zero morphs for morphemes that lack a phonetic representa-
tion as the outcome of morphological rules (Robins 1997, 181-182).
The concept of zero morphs for linguistic analysis was also widely
applied in later work of structuralists, e.g. Bloch (1947); Bloomfield
(1933); Jakobson (1983) and Saussure (1916).2 Starting with Haas
(1957), linguists began to criticize the assumption of zero morphs in
the structuralist tradition and argued for stricter criteria to define zero
morphs in order to avoid the assumption of excessive linguistic struc-
ture (e.g. Sanders 1988; Mel'čuk 2002; McGregor 2003). The poten-
tial danger being that the linguist may postulate a zero morph for
any single morphosyntactic function that does not correspond to an
overt exponent. As Anderson (1992, 30) notes, it “leads to the for-
mal problem of assigning a place in the structure (and linear order) to
all of those zeros”.3 Others, such as Arkadiev (2016); Contini-Morava
(2006) and Mithun (1986), used data from typologically diverse lan-
guages to show that the absence of phonetic material can also corre-
spond to the absence of a morphosyntactic feature rather than to zero
marking.

In line with those more cautious approaches to zero morphs, this
study uses the notion of “zero marker” as a descriptive shorthand for
the absence of material exponence of a given morphosyntactic func-
tion (cf. Stolz and Levkovych 2019). In other words, I do not assume
the presence of a zero morph. Instead, I understand zero markers as

2For more details, see Meier (1961). See also Al-George (1967); Diehl (2008)
and McGregor (2003) for more details on the history of linguistic zero.

3For examples and discussions on issues related to the use of zero morphs in
morpheme-based, segmental approaches to morphology, see Anderson (1992);
Pullum and Zwicky (1991); Blevins (2016); Bank and Trommer (2015). For
overviews of zero exponence in morphological theories, see Trommer (2012)
and Dahl and Fábregas (2018).
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the absence of exponence which expresses a certain morphosyntac-
tic function in addition to the lexical content of a word form. This
also means that zero markers can only occur in contrast to at least one
other, overtly coded morphosyntactic function of the same inflectional
paradigm.

To analyze the distribution of zero markers in inflectional mor-
phology, we need to identify the invariable, lexical parts (stems) as
well as the potential exponents of a morphosyntactic function in an in-
flected word form. This conforms with the basic intuition that we want
to separate the segments that convey the word's lexical meaning from
the segments that convey morphosyntactic information (cf. Matthews
1972).4 For the purposes of the present study, I define stems, mark-
ers, and zero markers as shown in (2), (3) and (4), respectively. These
definitions are motivated by both theoretical as well as practical con-
siderations regarding the dataset and annotations available.
(2) Stem

The stem expresses the lexical content of a word form; it cor-
responds to the longest common subsequence shared by all in-
flected forms of a word.

(3) Marker
A marker encodes the morphosyntactic function of a word
form, i.e. a value of some morphosyntactic feature defined for
that word or a bundle of values of several such features. The
marker corresponds to the phonetic material outside of the
stem of a word form.

(4) Zero Marker
A zero marker occurs when the word form does not feature any
overt marker (as defined in (3)) to encode its morphosyntac-
tic function. If the morphosyntactic function of the word con-
sists of several morphosyntactic features, zero marking applies

4 In reality, the identification of stems is not always this straightforward.
There are many different ways in which the lexical parts of inflected words can
vary in their phonological shape. Baerman and Corbett (2012) provide a num-
ber of examples and introduce a canonical approach to stems to capture that
variation.
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to the combination of feature values and not to single feature
values in isolation.

Consider a simple example of stem and marker identification. The
paradigm of English nouns consists of two cells: the singular form and
the plural form. Given the paradigmatic relation between the singu-
lar form /deɪ/ (day.SG) and the plural form /deɪz/ (day.PL), we can
identify the string /deɪ/ as the stem, i.e. the phonetic material that
both forms of the paradigm share. Since the form filling the plural cell
includes the additional material /z/, we can establish /z/ as a plural
marker. In the singular cell, the form does not include any material
other than what was identified as the stem. We can therefore treat the
form of the singular cell of day in English as zero marked.

However, as will be described in detail in Section 3.3, I automat-
ically adjusted the stems extracted according to the definition in (2)
in order to account for stem allomorphy to a certain extent. This is
motivated by the fact that many stem alternations are phonologically
driven, which means that they do not necessarily provide meaningful
insights about the inflectional properties of a system in general and
about the distribution of zero marking in particular. Ignoring such al-
ternations allocates additional material to the marker segments and
runs the risk of systematically underestimating the number of zero
markers. The adjusted markerA and zero markerA, which take into ac-
count stem alternations, are operationalized as described in (5) and
(6), respectively.
(5) MarkerA

A markerA is extracted from a marker as defined in (3) by re-
moving all material from those affix position that the system
does not use for inflection.

(6) Zero MarkerA

A zero marker occurs when the word form does not feature any
overt marker (as defined in (5)) to encode its morphosyntactic
function.

This operationalization of stems, markers(A) and zero markers(A) has
the practical advantage that it does not require any morphological
analysis particular to a single language or paradigm. It is a solution
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to identify the segments that contribute inflectional information that
can be applied automatically and consistently to the crosslinguistic
UniMorph dataset used in this study.

Besides practical considerations, this method is also based on
theoretical grounds and follows the definition of stems by Beniamine
and Guzmán Naranjo (2021); Bonami and Beniamine (2021) and
Guzmán Naranjo and Becker (2021). Despite much theoretical work
on the role and identification of stems in morphology, Bonami and
Beniamine (2021) note that “there is no agreed upon method for
identifying which part of an inflected word is a stem, and that the
heuristics used by morphologists in that area are neither systematic
nor principled enough”.5 The authors compare two types of stem
identification based on prioritizing two different principles, namely
to avoid stem allomorphy and to avoid discontinuous stems. Since
those two principles are in conflict with each other many times, every
approach to stem identification needs to rank them in some way to
resolve such conflicts. Bonami and Beniamine (2021) compare the
two methods of either adhering to the first or the second principle,
resulting in what they call “unique discontinuous stems” (no stem
allomorphy allowed) and “continuous stem sets” (no discontinuous
stems allowed). While the first method of unique discontinuous stems
allocates all the variation of word forms to the exponents, leading to
more exponent allomorphy, the second method of continuous stem
sets keeps exponent allomorphy minimal, but leads to a high degree
of stem allomorphy, since all variation that is enclosed by stem seg-
ments has to be included in the stems. What this shows is that neither
approach creates more allomorphy; they simply allocate it differently.
Of course, which of the two approaches is more useful depends on the
research question at hand.

One of the questions discussed by the authors is what types of
stems are more helpful in addressing the ‘Inflected Word Recognition
Problem’ (IWRP), i.e. understanding what allows speakers to draw in-
ferences from a word's form about its content. This results in the task

5Cf. Blevins (2003); Bonami (2012); Brown (1998); Maiden (1992); Mon-
termini and Bonami (2013); Pirrelli and Battista (2000); Spencer (2012); Stump
(2001); Stump and Finkel (2013) for work on stem identification and stem allo-
morphy.
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of separating the lexical and the inflectional parts of a word form, and
Bonami and Beniamine (2021) note that “[i]n terms of the IWRP, the
answer is quite simple. Sets of continuous stems are by definition less
useful than a unique discontinuous stem: the unique discontinuous
stem identifies exactly that part of the word that has no exponential
value, while stem allomorphs blur the distinction between exponen-
tial and nonexponential material.” As the identification of zero forms
relies on separating lexical segments from exponents of morphosyn-
tactic information in word forms, the IWRP is of high relevance to
this study and provides the theoretical grounds for the definition of
stems given in (2).

Furthermore, this study will largely follow a word and paradigm
approach to inflection (cf. Anderson 1992; Blevins 2016; Matthews
1972; Stump 2001; Zwicky 1985). This approach bases morphological
analyses on the paradigmatic relation between different word forms,
representing the different morphosyntactic functions a given word can
have. The exponent of a cell in an inflectional paradigm is determined
through the relation of the word form to the forms used for the other
cells of the paradigm. The word and paradigm approach has a very
important practical advantage. It allows us to refrain from further seg-
mentation of exponents into morphemes which may require language-
specific insights and which may not always be desirable or useful (cf.
Blevins 2005, 2006).

Although morphological segmentation analyses may sometimes
be uncontroversial, there are many cases where a morpheme analysis
is less than clear. Various examples are given in Spencer (2012), one of
them being the Spanish subjunctive verb form cantaríamos ‘we would
sing’. A number of theoretical motivations exist to segment this word
form into morphemes in five different ways: (i) cant-a-r-í-a-mos, (ii)
canta-ríamos, (iii) cant-a-ría-mos, (iv) canta-r-í-a-mos and (v) cantar-í-
amos (Spencer 2012, 93). The fact that these profoundly varying mor-
phological analyses are motivated in the literature suggests that such
morpheme segmentations are always, whether explicitly or implicitly,
theoretically guided. Moreover, it is likely that the segmentation into
morphemes in lesser-studied languages involves even more theoretical
uncertainty, given that we may know much less about the morpholog-
ical structure and its diachrony than for languages like Spanish.

As will be shown in more detail in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, cells of
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paradigms are defined by (a combination of) values of morphosyntac-
tic features. For instance, the inflectional paradigms of German nouns
combine the morphosyntactic features of case and number. While
nouns are inherently specified for gender, each word form in context
is also specified for number and case so that each cell of the paradigm
corresponds to a number-case combination, e.g. dative plural.

For the purposes of this study, I do not distinguish between an ex-
ponent for plural number and one for dative case. Instead, I treat the
material in addition to the stem in the dative plural cell as the marker
of the dative-plural function. When no additional phonetic material
is used, this cell is then analyzed as being zero marked (cf. Table 9).
Put differently, I do not assign zero markers to single abstract mor-
phosyntactic values but to the relevant value combinations of the in-
flectional paradigms. The theoretical reason to do so lies in exponents
of morphosyntactic functions being defined based on the relations be-
tween the forms of the different cells of the inflection paradigm, which
combine these function. This also reflects the morphological reality
of many if not most languages in that morphosyntactic functions are
usually not marked in isolation but often occur in combinations. As
mentioned above, it is not always trivial to justify a segmental analy-
sis. The practical reason is that there is still no language-independent
and theory-independent way of segmenting distinct morphosyntac-
tic exponents, and those segmentations are not (yet) automatizable.
Since automatic processing is indispensable for the purposes of the
present study, no further segmentation of different morphosyntactic
exponents will be carried out.

The segmentation into stems and markers is often additionally
complicated by inflection classes, which use different types of markers.
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 show in more detail how the present approach
deals with variation in the exponents due to inflection classes, with
stem alternations and with suppletive forms.
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3 DATASET AND SEGMENTATION

3.1 Dataset

The data used in this study comes from the UniMorph database (Mc-
Carthy et al. 2020), a large-scale crosslinguistic database of complete
inflectional paradigms of adjectives, nouns and verbs for individual
lexemes from different languages. The present study includes adjecti-
val, nominal and verbal paradigms of 39, 62 and 96 languages, respec-
tively. Some languages are featured with paradigms for more than one
part of speech; the total number of languages analyzed in this study is
114. Figure 1 shows the geographical distribution of the languages in
the dataset.6

While the dataset is not a balanced typological sample in the strict
sense, it does include languages from all six macro areas (Africa, Eura-
sia, Papunesia, Australia, North America and South America), which
ensures that typological and areal diversity is captured at least to some
degree. Table 1 provides an overview of the final dataset with the
number of languages, lemmas, paradigm cells, marker types and ob-
servations by part of speech.

Table 1:
Dataset overview

N lang N lemma N cell N markers N obs
adjectives 39 157355 961 5552 6348198

nouns 62 610242 727 19537 6261881
verbs 96 129377 2753 47457 4407743

The morphosyntactic annotation in the UniMorph dataset follows
the guidelines described in Sylak-Glassman (2016). Sylak-Glassman
(2016, 3) notes: “This paper presents the Universal Morphological
Feature Schema (UniMorph Schema), which is a set of morpholog-
ical features that functions as an interlingua for inflectional mor-
phology by defining the meaning it conveys in language-independent

6More details about the languages, the part of speech and the num-
ber of lexemes is provided in the files affixation.csv and lemmas.csv
in the supplementary materials. All supplementary materials referred to
in this paper can be found here: https://osf.io/e48qc/?view_only=
eb53b1e02e034a459c335a0736941f9b
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Figure 1:
Location of the
languages in the
dataset

terms. The features of the Universal Morphological Feature Schema
have precise definitions based on attested cross-linguistic patterns and
descriptively-oriented linguistic theory, and can capture the maximal
level of semantic differentiation within each inflectional morphologi-
cal category.” Annotations thus do not necessarily follow the linguistic
traditions of particular languages but are defined and used in the sense
of comparative concepts in typology (cf. Haspelmath 2018).

3.2Data pre-processing

I excluded a number of languages available in UniMorph from the fi-
nal analysis on the basis of unclear or insufficient annotations in the
original datasets, some of which were annotated only automatically
with no manual checks. Since the database is somewhat biased to-
wards languages spoken in Eurasia (mostly Indo-European languages),
I only included languages with paradigms for more than 30 lemmas
from this area. For languages from other macro areas, especially from
Africa or the Americas, I did not apply this threshold of 30 lemmas in
order to include more non-Indo-European languages and to keep the
dataset as diverse as possible.7

7For adjectives, only Zulu has fewer than 30 lemmas (17); for nouns, this is
the case in Kalaalisut (23). For verbal paradigms, languages with fewer than 30
lemmas are Sotho (26), Mapudungun (26), Murrinpatha (29) and Zarma (27).
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The next step was to pre-process the data to remove errors and
to make annotations more consistent across languages.8 The pre-
processing consisted of different global as well dataset-specific cor-
rections. Global corrections included resolving inconsistencies in the
annotations across languages. For instance, the value “indefinite” was
coded as “INDF” in some languages and as “NDEF” in others. Similarly,
the annotation of person-number combinations in verbs varied, e.g.
between “SG;1”, “1;SG”, “1SG” for first person singular. In such cases,
I adjusted the annotation to a single label across all languages. I also
removed complex lemmas containing a space or “-”. On the one hand,
this removed some erroneous lemmas that were complex expressions
rather than nouns, adjectives or verbs. On the other hand, in some
languages both parts of a complex noun or adjective are inflected.
Leaving such lemmas in would have caused the marker extraction to
detect infixation for complex lemmas with suffixes on two or more
parts. Removing them avoided the artificial creation of more com-
plex inflection patterns. Similarly, periphrastic forms were removed
in cases of inflected auxiliaries, which would equally have led to the
erroneous analysis of infixation. Complex forms were also removed
if they contained a separate marker that occurred before or after the
inflected verb form, depending on the cell of the paradigm. This was
especially common with verbal paradigms, e.g. verbal particles in
German or reflexive markers in Italian and Macedonian.

Dataset-specific cleaning steps included, for instance, deleting “?”
following the interrogative verb forms in the Turkish data or delet-
ing the indefinite article from Romanian nominal forms. Other clean-
ing steps had to do with the alphabetic scripts used. For instance, the
Serbian-Bosnian-Croatian dataset contained forms in the Latin script
with a handful of forms in Cyrillic. The latter were removed to allow
for consistent processing. Some datasets, e.g. Old French or Yolox-
ochitl Mixtec, contained alternative forms for certain cells. In those
cases, I systematically left the first form in and removed the other
ones.9 Other dataset-specific operations included deleting single forms

8A detailed documentation of all pre-processing steps can be found in
preprocessing.txt in the supplementary materials. For the implementation,
see code-preprocessing.R.

9 It would have been insightful to include overabundance in a systematic way.
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containing obvious errors (e.g. misalignment, cells with missing data).
Following the data cleaning, I added phonological transcriptions

to the inflected forms whenever possible. For some languages, e.g.
Palantla Chinantec, the UniMorph database already provided the in-
flected forms in a phonological transcription. For most other lan-
guages, however, forms were given in the standard orthographic rep-
resentation. This can of course be problematic, especially in languages
such as French, where the orthographic representation continues to
make many distinctions that are no longer realized in the spoken lan-
guage. For this reason, whenever possible, I replaced the orthographic
forms by a phonological transcription using Epitran (Mortensen et al.
2018). Epitran currently has modules to transcribe 31 of the languages
used here.10

While not perfect, Epitran offers a more realistic representation of
the forms occupying the different cells of inflectional paradigms. Ta-
ble 2 illustrates this by showing the transcriptions generated with Epi-
tran for the French verb allumer ‘light something, turn on (light)’. The
rows show seven TAM combinations; for each of these, the first row
contains the form in their orthographic representation, and the second
row shows the phonological transcriptions generated with Epitran.

For the remaining 81 languages, the forms in UniMorph are
given in their orthographic representation, which reflect phonolog-
ical shapes to a varying degree. To consider the potential influence
that the type of phonological representation may have on the detec-
tion of zero forms, I manually coded whether or not the representation
was phonological.11 Orthographic representations that systematically
reflected phonology were treated as phonological representations.
This led to 31 languages with a transcription generated using Epi-

Overabundance refers to the phenomenon of two distinct forms being available
to express a single cell in a paradigm (cf. Thornton 2012). However, alternative
forms are not systematically annotated in the UniMorph datasets. If provided,
their relation differs greatly across datasets and it is usually not documented in
the dataset descriptions. Alternatives can represent diachronic, dialectal or stylis-
tic variants; in other cases their alternation behavior remains unclear. It is also
unclear how many overabundant forms are not provided in UniMorph. Including
overabundance is thus not possible with the approach used in this study.

10For details, see epitran.py in the supplementary materials.
11For details by language, see affixation.csv in the supplementary files.
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Table 2:
Phonological

transcription of
the French verb
allumer ‘turn on

(light)’

1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL …
PRS.IND allume allumes allume allumons

alym alym alym alymɔ̃
PST.IPFV.IND allumais allumais allumait allumions

alymɛ alymɛ alymɛ alymiɔ̃
PST.PFV.IND allumai allumas allumat allumâmes

alymɛ alyma alyma alymɑm
FUT allumerai allumeras allumera allumerons

alymrɛ alymra alymra alymɛrɔ̃
PRS.COND allumerais allumerais allumerait allumerions

alymrɛ alymrɛ alymrɛ alymriɔ̃
PRS.SUBJ allume allumes allume allumions

alym alym alym alymiɔ̃
PST.SUBJ allumasse allumasses allumât allumassions

alymas alymas alymɑ alymasiɔ̃
…

tran, 63 languages with original representations that systematically
reflect phonological shapes, and 20 languages with orthographies that
do not always reflect phonological shapes. The type of phonological
representation was then added as a control variable in the analysis.

3.3 Extracting stems and zero markers

In order to analyze the distribution of zero markers, I automatically
segmented the inflected word forms following the method developed
in Beniamine and Guzmán Naranjo (2021) and Guzmán Naranjo and
Becker (2021). As mentioned in Section 2.2, the segmentation follows
a word and paradigm approach to morphology in that whole forms
are paired with morphosyntactic functions according to their distri-
bution across the inflectional paradigms. This means that the subse-
quence shared by all cells of the paradigm is automatically extracted
and taken as the stem according the working definition given in (2).
All material not included in this subsequence is analyzed as the marker
of a given cell, as defined in (3). If the form corresponds to the longest
common subsequence (i.e. the stem), the marker is analyzed as zero
according to the definition in (4). This automated detection of stems
and markers is necessary for two reasons. First, it is not feasible to
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apply manual, language-specific segmentations to this dataset. Sec-
ond, this method allows for a single, consistent way of detecting zero
marking across languages, which is necessary for the crosslinguistic
comparisons made in this study.12

cell form stem marker
PRS.IND.1SG alym alym -
PRS.IND.2SG alym alym -
PRS.IND.3SG alym alym -
PRS.IND.1PL alymɔn alym -ɔn
PRS.COND.1SG alymɛrɛ alym -ɛrɛ
PRS.COND.2SG alymɛrɛ alym -ɛrɛ
PRS.COND.3SG alymɛrɛ alym -ɛrɛ
PRS.COND.1PL alymɛrjɔn alym -ɛrjɔn
PRS.SUBJ.1SG alym alym -
PRS.SUBJ.2SG alym alym -
PRS.SUBJ.3SG alym alym -
PRS.SUBJ.1PL alymjɔn alym -jɔn
… … … …

Table 3:
Marker
extraction for the
French verb
allumer ‘turn on
(light)’

To give an example of the segmentation into stems and markers and
of the detection of zero markers, Table 3 shows parts of the present
tense paradigm of the French verb allumer from Table 2. Comparing
the forms of the different cells of the paradigm, the string alym is de-
tected as the longest common subsequence between all forms of the
paradigm. For the purposes of the present paper, this subsequence is
analyzed as the stem. All remaining material is analyzed as the marker
of a particular cell. In cells where the form corresponds to the stem,
markers are analyzed as zero. Here, this is the case for some of the
present tense forms; the respective markers are shaded in gray in Ta-
ble 3.

Aymara (Aymaran) is a language with nominal inflection known
for its subtractive morphology. The accusative singular cell is usually
analyzed as being expressed by the subtraction of the final vowel of
the nominative singular form (cf. Coler 2015). Table 4 illustrates this
with parts of the paradigms of two Aymara nouns. However, for the
purposes of this study, the accusative singular form corresponds to the

12Stem alternations are not accounted for by this extraction method; Sec-
tion 3.4 shows how they are included in the present study.
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stem, because it equals the longest common subsequence of all forms
of the lexeme. Compared to the accusative form, the nominative form
has an additional final vowel, which is also found in all other forms
of the paradigm except for the inessive (INESS) and equative (EQTV)
forms.

Table 4:
Marker

extraction for the
Aymara nouns
anu ‘dog’ and

chaski
‘messenger’

cell form stem marker form stem marker
NOM.SG anu an -u chask chask -i
ACC.SG an an - chask chask -
GEN.SG anuna an -una chaskina chask -ina
COM.SG anumpi an -umpi chaskimpi chask -impi
ABL.SG anuta an -uta chaskita chask -ita
ALL.SG anuru an -uru chaskiru chask -iru
INESS.SG anpacha an -pacha chaskpacha chask -pacha
EQTV.SG anjama an -jama chaskjama chask -jama
… … … … … … …

Traditionally, the nominative form with the final vowel is analyzed as
the stem of the noun, while the accusative is argued to be a subtractive
form, i.e. consisting of less material than the stem of the lexeme (Coler
2015, 2018; Baerman et al. 2017). Diachronically speaking, there are
valid arguments to support such an analysis. Coler (2018) provides
examples of historical Aymara with accusative forms that still have
the final vowel. In addition, vowel deletion is a common phonological
process in Aymara. Nevertheless, aiming at a synchronic and compa-
rable analysis across languages, I treat the accusative form as the stem
of the lexeme here. In the Aymara data, the accusative is zero marked
in all 1522 nouns of the dataset with no exception.

Another rather unusual case of zero marking can be found in
Georgian (Kartvelian) verbs. Besides a number of other theoretically
interesting patterns, Georgian verbs have been cited in the typological
and morphological literature for their crosslinguistically unusual 2nd
person singular zero marker (e.g. Stolz and Levkovych 2019; Ander-
son 1992; Blevins 2016). However, not all lexemes express the second
person singular form with a zero marker in the sense of the present
study. Only 1 out of 118 verbal lexemes in the dataset feature a zero
marker in the second person singular present tense cell. Table 5 shows
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this for the verb ts'ers ‘write’ in opposition to ak'etebs ‘make’.13

cell form stem marker form stem marker
PRS.1SG vts'er ts'er v- vak'eteb k'et va-eb
PRS.2SG ts'er ts'er - ak'eteb k'et a-eb
PRS.1PL vts'ert ts'er v-t vak'etebt k'et va-ebt
IMPF.1SG vts'erde ts'er v-de vak'etebdi k'et va-ebdi
IMPF.2SG ts'erde ts'er -de ak'etebdi k'et a-ebdi
IMPF.1PL vts'erdet ts'er v-det vak'etebdit k'et va-ebdit
FUT.1SG davts'er ts'er dav- gavak'eteb k'et gava-eb
FUT.2SG dats'er ts'er da- gaak'eteb k'et gaa-eb
FUT.1PL davts'ert ts'er dav-t gavak'etebt k'et gava-ebt
AOR.1SG davts'ere ts'er dav-e gavak'ete k'et gava-e
AOR.2SG dats'ere ts'er da-e gaak'ete k'et gaa-e
AOR.1PL davts'eret ts'er dav-et gavak'etet k'et gava-et
… … … … … … …

Table 5:
Marker
extraction for the
Georgian verbs
ts'ers ‘write’ and
ak'etebs ‘make’

In general, Georgian verbs take a so-called preverb in some but not
all of the tenses (Hewitt 1995, 148-169). When it occurs, it precedes
the prefixal part of agreement marking on the verb. As we can see in
Table 5, present and imperfect forms occur without the verbal prefix,
while the future, aorist and perfect forms all make use of the prefix
(da- and ga- in the examples in Table 5). In most TAM series, many
Georgian verbs also have so-called thematic suffixes (Hewitt 1995,
143-147), as e.g. -eb in ak'etebs ‘make’. The presence of those thematic
suffixes in the present tense results in the absence of zero marking in
most of the verbs. The thematic suffix -eb/-ob is part of the second
person singular present form, but as it is not used in the aorist forms,
the former does not correspond to the longest common subsequence
of the verb forms. The second person singular present tense cell can
thus only be expressed by a zero form with verbs that generally do not
use any of the thematic suffixes, like the verb ts'ers ‘write’ in Table 5.

Arabic (Semitic) is well known for having roots that consist of
discontinuous consonants, with prefixed, infixed and suffixed vowels
and other consonants to mark the grammatical values of a given form
in the paradigm (e.g. Ratcliffe 1998; Schramm 1962; Yip 1988; Boude-
laa and Marslen-Wilson 2001). The automatic extraction of the longest

13The segment -a- is not part of the verb stem of ak'etebs ‘make’, as it does not
occur in all forms of the paradigm, e.g. the imperfective masdar form k'etebi.
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common subsequence detects these consonants and assigns all addi-
tional material to the markers. This is shown for two verbs, ʔarsala
‘send’ and iktašafa ‘discover’ in Table 6.

Table 6:
Marker

extraction for
Arabic verbs
ʔarsala ‘send’
and iktašafa
‘discover’

cell form stem marker form stem marker
IPFV.1SG ʔursilu rsl ʔu-i-u ʔaktašifu ktšf ʔa-a-i-u
IPFV.2SG.F tursilīna rsl tu-i-īna taktašifīna ktšf ta-a-i-īna
IPFV.3PL.M yursilūna rsl yu-i-ūna yaktašifūna ktšf ya-a-i-ūna
PFV.1SG ʔarsaltu rsl ʔa-a-tu iktašaftu ktšf i-a-a-tu
PFV.2SG.F ʔarsalti rsl ʔa-a-ti iktašafti ktšf i-a-a-ti
PFV.3PL.M ʔarsalū rsl ʔa-a-ū iktašafū ktšf i-a-a-ū
… … … … … … …

Another pattern that is interesting from the point of view of marker ex-
traction is Tohono O'odham (Uto-Aztecan, Mexico, USA). Some nouns
in Tohono O'odhammark plural using partial reduplication of the stem
(Hill and Zepeda 1998). Table 7 shows this for the two nouns ban ‘coy-
ote’ and ceoj ‘boy’ using the phonological transcription generated by
Epitran.

Table 7:
Tohono O'odham

nouns ban
‘coyote’ and ceoj

‘boy’

cell form stem marker form stem marker
SG ban ban - t͡ʃɨɒd͡ʒ t͡ʃɨɒd͡ʒ -
PL baːban ban -ːba- t͡ʃɨt͡ʃɒd͡ʒ t͡ʃɨɒd͡ʒ -t͡ʃ-

Applying the automatic stem extraction for the purposes of this study,
the reduplicated stem is analyzed as infixation, i.e. the marker of the
plural cell occurs within the sequence shared by both cells.

3.4 Stem alternations and suppletion

All examples shown in the previous section had stems corresponding
to continuous strings with no internal alternation across cells. This is
not necessarily the case; alternations within stems are common across
languages. Stem alternations can be defined as phonological changes
within the material expressing the lexical meaning of a word across
cells of a paradigm (cf. Paster 2016; Baerman and Corbett 2012).

As was mentioned in Section 2.2, such alternations do not nec-
essarily provide meaningful insights about the inflectional properties
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of a system. For inflected forms with stem alternations, the stem and
marker extraction method shown in Section 3.3 would result in ma-
terial being analyzed as part of the marker, which could otherwise be
considered as belonging to the stem. Therefore, this method runs the
risk of detecting fewer zero markers than there potentially are.

To gauge the effect of marker material resulting from stem al-
ternations, I extracted another set of zero markersA according to the
definition given in (5) by removing material that could be analyzed
as a stem alternation. To do so, I determined the position(s) of in-
flectional affixation for all language and part of speech combinations
in the dataset. This was done based on language descriptions and
based on the extracted stems and markers used in this study. Given
the observed patterns, I distinguished between the following five cate-
gories of affix position: prefix, suffix, prefix+suffix, infix+suffix, pre-
fix+infix+suffix.14 According to this classification, all material that
had originally been assigned to the marker but did not occur in a regu-
lar affix position for a given language and part of speech was removed.
A schematic overview of this step is shown in Table 8.

affix position removal marker markerA
pfx remove infixes and suffixes pfx-ifx-sfx pfx-
sfx remove prefixes and infixes pfx-ifx-sfx -sfx
pfx+sfx remove infixes pfx-ifx-sfx pfx-sfx
ifx+sfx remove prefixes pfx-ifx-sfx -ifx-sfx
pfx+ifx+sfx / pfx-ifx-sfx pfx-ifx-sfx

Table 8:
MarkerA
extraction

Similarly to the first step of stem and zero marker extraction, these
marker adjustments were automated so that they could be applied
systematically for all the languages in the dataset without any addi-
tional manual annotations. Only for the type prefix+infix+suffix, no
additional material could be removed from markers, because all avail-
able affix positions were in use by inflectional morphology. The three
languages in this category are Arabic, Hebrew and Maltese; I applied
no further changes to the markers in this case.

The following paragraphs provide a few examples of howmarkersA
were extracted in the presence of stem alternations. One example is

14The list of languages and affix position values can be found in
affixation.csv in the supplementary materials.
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a vowel change in German nouns, where a back stem vowel in the
singular cells is opposed to a front stem vowel in the plural cells. This
is shown for the German noun Kloß ‘dumpling’ in Table 9. All forms
are given in the phonological transcription generated with Epitran.

Table 9:
Marker

extraction of the
German noun

Kloß ‘dumpling’

cell form stem marker markerA
NOM.SG klos kls -o- -
ACC.SG klos kls -o- -
DAT.SG klos kls -o- -
GEN.SG kloses kls -o-es -es
NOM.PL kløsə kls -ø-ə -ə
ACC.PL kløsə kls -ø-ə -ə
DAT.PL kløsən kls -ø-ən -ən
GEN.PL kløsə kls -ø-ə -ə

In the case of Kloß, the longest common subsequence is not continu-
ous. Due to the umlaut process in the plural forms, the automatically
extracted stem of Kloß consists of the three consonants kls. The vowel
changes from /o/ in the singular to /ø/ in the plural is analyzed as a
part of the cells’ markers, respectively. Therefore, lemmas such as Kloß
in German do not have zero marking according to the first method of
marker extraction. Adjusting the markers by removing all material
that is not a suffix takes into account that the alternation between /o/
and /ø/ is a stem alternation. The markersA now no longer contain in-
fixal material and are analyzed as zero for the nominative, accusative
and dative singular cells.

Another process of stem alternation is metathesis. Table 10 shows
how this is dealt with in the case of the Hungarian noun gyomor ‘stom-
ach’.

Table 10:
Marker

extraction for the
Hungarian noun
gyomor ‘stomach’

cell form stem marker markerA
NOM.SG ɟomor ɟomr -o- -
ACC.SG ɟomrot ɟomr -ot -ot
DAT.SG ɟomornɒk ɟomr -o-nɒk -nɒk
INSTR.SG ɟomorːɒl ɟomr -o-ːɒl -ːɒl
TERM.SG ɟomoriɡ ɟomr -o-ig -ig
ON.ESS.SG ɟomron ɟomr -on -on
ON.ALL.SG ɟomorːɒ ɟomr -o-ːɒ -ːɒ
ON.ABL.SG ɟomorːoːl ɟomr -o-ːoːl -ːoːl
… … … … …
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In this example, the final segment -or is metathesized when certain
affixes are added to the stem. Again, this leads to a situation where
the stem does not include the segment undergoing metathesis, and
the discontinuous string ɟomr is analyzed as the stem. This in turn
leads to the infixal marker -o- in the nominative singular cell. The
nominative singular is usually (81% in this dataset) not overtly marked
in Hungarian. The adjusted markersA no longer feature material that
is infixal; this means the nominative singular is zero marked for the
noun gyomor as well.

Another example of stem-internal alternations is epenthesis, the
addition of phonological material in the stem in some but not all cells
of the paradigm. One example of epenthesis is found with certain types
of adjectives in Slovenian, which feature stem-final consonant clusters.
This can be seen with the adjective absúrden ‘absurd’ in Table 11.

cell form stem marker markerA
NOM.SG.M.INDEF absúrden absúrdn -e- -
NOM.SG.N absúrdno absúrdn -o -o
NOM.SG.F absúrdna absúrdn -a -a
DAT.SG.M absúrdnemu absúrdn -emu -emu
DAT.SG.N absúrdnemu absúrdn -emu -emu
DAT.SG.F absúrdni absúrdn -i -i
… … … … …

Table 11:
Marker
extraction for the
Slovenian
adjective
absúrden ‘absurd’

In all but one inflected form the stem ends in the cluster /rdn/, and an
overt suffix is added to the stem. The indefinite nominative singular
masculine cell, however, is not marked by an additional suffix. Instead,
the epenthetic vowel /-e-/ is inserted between the stem-final conso-
nants to break up the consonant cluster. The adjustedmarkersA remove
all infixal material for Slovenian adjective markers, and the indefinite
nominative singular masculine cell is analyzed as zero marked.

Another language where stem alternations are relevant in yet
a different way is Tlatepuzco Chinantec (Otomanguean). Tlatepuzco
Chinantec has a complex inflectional paradigm because it combines
various patterns of stem and tone changes. Table 12 shows the in-
flectional paradigm of the verb køgɁ² ‘eat’. The forms of køgɁ² have
different tones for first vs. second and third person forms in all three
tenses. Given that the tones are represented by superscript numbers
following the tone-bearing unit, they are taken into account by the
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extraction and the detection of zero markers. While present and fu-
ture tense forms do not make use of an additional segmental marker,
the tone annotations are extracted as marker material. Given that oth-
erwise, Tlatepuzco Chinantec verbs only use prefixation, I removed
all infixal and suffixal material for the adjusted markersA. As can be
seen in Table 12, the adjusted markersA now capture tonal changes as
changes to the stem, and the present and future tense cells are now
taken to be zero marked.

Table 12:
Marker

extraction for the
Tlatepuzco

Chinantec verb
køgɁ² ‘eat’

cell form stem marker markerA
PRS.1SG køgɁ¹² køgɁ -¹² -
PRS.1PL køgɁ¹² køgɁ -¹² -
PRS.2 køgɁ² køgɁ -² -
PRS.3 køgɁ² køgɁ -² -
PST.1SG mi³-køgɁ¹² køgɁ mi³-¹² mi³-
PST.1PL mi³-køgɁ¹² køgɁ mi³-¹² mi³-
PST.2 mi³-køgɁ² køgɁ mi³-² mi³-
PST.3 mi³-køgɁ² køgɁ mi³-² mi³-
FUT.1SG køgɁ¹³ køgɁ -¹³ -
FUT.1PL køgɁ¹³ køgɁ -¹³ -
FUT.2 køgɁ³ køgɁ -³ -
FUT.3 køgɁ¹ køgɁ -¹ -

Although this automated way of accounting for stem alternations is
able to deal with almost all of the relevant cases, there is one type
of alternation that this method cannot capture. If a stem alternation
occurs at the edge between stem and affix, then the extractionmethods
used for this study are not able to detect that the boundary between
marker and stem should occur in a different position.

Table 13:
Marker

extraction for the
Northern Saami

adjectives
aiddolaš ‘exact’
and bahá ‘angry’

cell form stem marker(A) form stem marker(A)
NOM.SG aiddolaš aiddola -š bahá bahá -
ACC.SG aiddolačča aiddola -čča bahá bahá -
GEN.SG aiddolačča aiddola -čča bahá bahá -
ILL.SG aiddolažžii aiddola -žžii bahái bahá -i
COM.SG aiddolaččain aiddola -ččain baháin bahá -in
FRML.SG aiddolažžan aiddola -žžan bahán bahá -n
PRP.SG aiddolaččas aiddola -ččas bahás bahá -s

One example is the so-called consonant gradation in Northern Saami.
It can be described as an alternation of the final stem consonants
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across cells of the paradigm, leading to their weakening or strength-
ening (cf. Bakró-Nagy 2022). An example from Northern Saami adjec-
tives is shown in Table 13. We see that the final stem consonant of
the adjective aiddolaš ‘exact’ alternates between /-š/, /-čča/ and /žž/.
The extraction process used here analyzes this alternation as part of
the marker. The adjective bahá ‘angry’, on the other hand, shows the
marker extraction for adjectives with no stem alternations. For such
adjectives, the nominative, accusative and genitive singular cells are
zero marked. Thus, in cases of alternations at the edge between the
stem and the inflectional affix, this method of marker extraction is
unable to detect zero marking.

In its most extreme form, a stem alternation that includes the edge
segments of stems is suppletion. Suppletion refers to stem alternations
where maximally different phonological forms are used to express the
same lexical component of an inflected word form across different cells
of the paradigm (cf. Mel'čuk 1994; Corbett 2007). Suppletive forms go
beyond alternations that can be described in terms of phonological or
prosodic relations between forms (at least synchronically). Consider
the English examples given in Table 14, were we see the verbs think
and go, both with suppletive stems. In the case of think, the suppletion
does not affect the entire stem, as the initial segment θ- is found in all
cells of the paradigm. As a consequence, the extracted marker ends up
with all the remaining material (which would usually be analyzed as
being part of a suppletive stem). In the case of go, suppletion is com-
plete in that no segment is shared between all cells of the paradigm.
The complete phonological strings of each form are thus extracted as
markers of their respective cells.
cell form stem marker(A) form stem marker(A)
NFIN θɪŋk θ -ɪŋk ɡow - ɡow
PST θɔt θ -ɔt wɛnt - wɛnt
PTCP.PST θɔt θ -ɔt wɛnt - wɛnt
PTCP.PRS θɪŋkɪŋ θ -ɪŋkɪŋ ɡowɪŋ - ɡowɪŋ
PRS.3SG θɪŋks θ -ɪŋks ɡowz - ɡowz

Table 14:
Marker
extraction for the
English verbs
think and go

As the examples from Northern Saami and English showed, neither
marker extraction method used for this study has a principled way of
removing alternating stem segments that are adjacent to affixal ma-
terial from the marker. Therefore, neither method detects potential
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zero marking with suppletive forms, as it will always assign phono-
logical material to the marker. While it is possible to exclude markers
that occur only once per cell (cf. Section 3.5), many suppletive forms
do not correspond to such hapax legomena markers. Especially larger
datasets often include complex lemmas such as overthink or undergo in
the case of English. For instance, the extracted markers -ɡow and -ɪŋk
from Table 14 occur 11 times in the verbal paradigms of English. Also
the stem alternation pattern shown for Northern Saami in Table 13
occurs systematically (26 times) in the dataset. In such cases, I do not
have any principled way of excluding markers from the analysis.

To remain agnostic about the effect of stem alternations and to
apply a systematic approach to all languages, I performed the analyses
in Sections 4 and 5 for both sets of markers and markersA. Since the
results are very similar with no substantial differences, I only report
the results of using markersA for reasons of brevity. Details about the
results based on the originally extracted markers can be found in the
supplementary materials as indicated in the respective sections. Given
that no substantial differences were found for the distribution of zero
markers in inflection paradigms, I only use the markersA set for the
analysis of their distribution in corpus data in Section 6. Whenever
markers are mentioned in the following sections, I refer to markersA
if not stated otherwise.

3.5 Hapax legomena markers

The dataset includes a number of markers that occur only once per
cell for a given language and part of speech combination. Some of
these hapax legomena markers are the result of stem alternations, but
most of them go back to remaining errors in the dataset. In total, I
identified the following number of hapax legomena markers: 9223 for
adjectives, 23539 for nouns and 54768 for verbs. In terms of marker
types, hapax legomena markers make up a large proportion, namely
0.45, 0.46 and 0.42 for adjectives, nouns and verbs, respectively. In
terms of the total number of occurrences, however, they only amount
to a proportion of 0.003 for adjectives, 0.008 for nouns and 0.03 for
verbs.

One example of a hapax legomena markers as the result of stem
alternation comes from Northern Saami. The adjective čáppat ‘pretty’
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features gradation similarly to the example shown in Table 13. In this
case, stem-final -pp alternates with -bb across cells of the paradigm.
This type of alternation is only attested once in the dataset, making
all markers extracted from the lemma čáppat hapax legomenamarkers.

Most hapax legomena markers, however, result from remaining
material that is not part of the inflected word forms or from errors
in the automatic phonological transcription performed by Epitran. To
give one example, in the Hungarian dataset, the impersonal verb fái
‘hurt’ features the annotation of ‘only3rdpersonforms’ as the verb form
with some cells. Such linguistic material that does not belong to the
word forms causes the extraction of the longest common substring to
find non-sensical strings and hence hapax legomena markers.

Visual inspection of the hapax legomena markers suggests that
most result from the automatic phonological transcription using Epi-
tran. For instance, the German adjective maːkabeʀə ‘macabre’ shows
an alternation between stem-final -b and -p in the phonological tran-
scription. All forms except the comparative form have -b, while the
comparative form maːkapʁɐ has -p, which leads to hapax legomena
markers.

In order to exclude such markers that do not allow for much in-
sight on the distribution of zero, I removed all hapax legomena mark-
ers from the dataset. Given that their proportions of the total number
of observations is very low, it is safe to assume that their removal will
not artificially distort the distribution of zero markers.

3.6Morphomic paradigms

Another potential factor influencing the distribution of zero mark-
ing is the distribution of inflected word forms across the paradigm.
Many paradigms have syncretic cells, where a single form expresses
more than one cell. Taking this into account and considering only the
different forms that are found in a paradigm may thus lead to dif-
ferent probabilities of zero markers. To examine how much the re-
sults change if proportions of zero marking are established using dis-
tinct forms only, I collapsed the data into morphomic paradigms (cf.
Boyé and Schalchi 2016). Morphomic paradigms consist of the dif-
ferent forms that a given word can have without taking into account
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their meaning. Syncretic forms are counted in only once in morphomic
paradigms. Section 4 therefore analyzes the distributions of markers in
morphomic paradigms in addition to paradigms that include informa-
tion on cells. The analysis of the effect of token frequency in language
use on the distribution of zero marking in Section 6 is also based on
forms exclusively.

4 ESTIMATING THE PROBABILITY OF
ZERO MARKERS

4.1 Observed distributions

In order to examine the probability of zero markers in adjectival, nom-
inal and verbal inflection, Table 15 and Figure 2 provide an overview
of the observed distribution of zero marking in inflection.

Table 15:
Observed

proportions of
zero markers

pos N zero prop zero N(prop0=0) N(prop0=1)
adjective 45859 0.007 1439 12
noun 648859 0.104 1227 5
verb 141268 0.032 3771 26

From Table 15, we see that the proportions of zero markers are very
low for adjectives; verbs show a somewhat higher proportion and
nouns have the highest proportions of zero marking with 0.1. Zero
marking is clearly not common in inflection of any of the parts of
speech. The last two columns of Table 15 show the number of cells
with proportions of zero marking that equal the two extremes 0 and
1. The proportions that equal 0 correspond to cells where zero marking
does not occur. Proportions of 1 mean that a given cell is exclusively
expressed by zero markers in this dataset. Unsurprisingly, we find a
high number of proportions that equal 0 and a very small number of
cells with proportions of 1.15 For both types of proportions, we find

15The number of 26 cells that are expressed by zero markers exclusively is
rather high; this can in part be explained by many cells in the verbal paradigm
that only occur in single languages.
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an increasing number from nouns to adjectives to verbs. This reflects
the number of cells that those three parts of speech distinguish in the
dataset, with 727, 961 and 2753 cells for nouns, adjectives and verbs,
respectively.
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Figure 2:
Observed
proportions of
zero markers

Figure 2 shows a histogram of the proportions of zero marking in ad-
jectival, nominal and verbal inflection. The overall proportions are in-
dicated by a vertical line. We can see that they vary to a great extent
across languages and part of speech. All three parts of speech exhibit
a preference for proportions of 0 or close to 0. This preference is most
pronounced for adjectives and verbs. For nouns, we find a more bal-
anced distribution, with more proportions > 0.5 for zero marking.

There are five additional factors that are relevant for estimating
the probability of zero markers in inflection: the number of cells that
a paradigm has, the number of values expressed per cell, the number
of lemmas for which paradigms are available, the usual affix position
and the type of phonological representation.

min max mean sd
adjective 3 256 44.4 54.6
noun 2 256 25.8 38.7
verb 2 432 49.5 70.1

Table 16:
Number of cells

The number of cells in a paradigm can be taken as a measure of
paradigm size. It is an important factor to include, since it is possi-
ble that zero markers are less likely to occur in a larger paradigm that
makes more morphosyntactic distinctions. Table 16 gives an overview
of the number of cells per paradigm in the dataset, showing the min-
imum, maximum, mean and standard deviation. Because the number
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of cells spans several magnitudes, I use log-transformed values for the
analysis.

Another important factor for estimating the probability of zero
marking is the number of values expressed per cell. For the purposes
of this study, we can take the number of values per cell to represent
the semantic complexity of the inflectional markers. A summary of the
number of values per cell is shown in Table 17. Including this factor
in the analysis is important, since one could expect that more complex
markers (which express more complex meanings) tend to be encoded
by more material.

Table 17:
Number of

values per cell

min max mean sd
adjective 1 5 2.92 1.01
noun 1 4 2.02 0.587
verb 1 7 2.05 0.887

The average number of lemmas for which inflectional paradigms are
available is not inherently related to the probability of zero marking,
but it may influence it. As can be seen in Table 18, the average number
of lemmas differs greatly across languages. It is therefore an important
factor to be controlled for.

Table 18:
Number of

lemmas

min max mean sd
adjective 17 98464 4035 15666
noun 23 235294 9843 33158
verb 26 30032 1348 3438

Another factor that is included in the analysis for its potential effect on
the probability of zero marking is the position of the marker regarding
the stem.

Table 19:
Affix position

pfx pfx+sfx pfx+sfx+ifx sfx sfx+ifx
adjective 36 259 48 1365 0
noun 8 84 62 1436 2
verb 407 889 164 3093 8

As described in Section 3.3, I distinguish between five affix positions
found in the dataset. Table 19 shows the number of cells per part of
speech expressed by markers in the five positions. For the analysis, I
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merged the two positions that include infixes into one, because the
sfx+ifx category on its own has too few observations to allow for
any meaningful insights. This leaves the following four values of affix
position that are considered in the analysis: pfx, pfx+sfx, sfx and
has_ifx.

4.2Modelling the probability of zero marking

To estimate the probability of zero marking in inflection, I aggregated
the data by type of cell, language and part of speech. This means that
each datapoint corresponds to a proportion of zero marking (0.81)
for a given type of cell (NOM;SG) in a given language (Hungarian)
for a given part of speech (noun). As was shown in Table 15, the
dataset contains cells with proportions of zero marking that equal 0
or 1. Therefore, I fitted a Bayesian zero-one-inflated regression model.
Zero-one-inflated regression models consist of two components. The
first component is the regular beta regression model, which deals with
proportion values within the interval (0,1). The second component is a
logistic regression component that estimates the probability of either
of the extremes 0 or 1 as opposed to the proportion data within (0,1).

The models were fitted using Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017) with
the brms package (Bürkner 2017) in R (R Core Team 2021). I addi-
tionally controlled for the phylogenetic relations between languages
using a phylogenetic regression term following the method described
in Guzmán Naranjo and Becker (2022). This term does not model the
relations between languages in a categorical way but includes the in-
formation of the entire phylogenetic tree and forces the estimates of
the single languages to co-vary according to the tree.16 In other words,
if two languages share many nodes of the tree, the model forces their
coefficients to be very similar. If two languages are not related at all,
the model allows their estimates to vary freely. For instance, if five
closely related languages have very high observed proportions of zero
markers in a given cell, the model does not take those five observations
as independent data points and assigns much less confidence and/or
lowers the predicted probability of zero marking in that cell.

16The phyologenetic tree is taken from Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2021).
For details, see code-phylogeny.R in the supplementary materials.
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The final model predicts the probability of zero marking from
the part of speech, affix position, number of values per cell, number
of lemmas and the orthographic representation. In addition, I used
the type of cell and the phylogenetic relations between languages as
group-level effects.17

Figure 3:
Conditional

effects for the
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Figures 3 and 4 show the conditional effects for the different predictors
for the beta and the zero-one-inflation components, respectively.18

17To select a reasonable combination of predictors, I fitted several models and
compared their performance using approximated leave-one-out cross-validation
as described by Vehtari et al. (2017). Also, given the low number of propor-
tions of 1, I modelled the conditional one inflation with an intercept-only model.
Therefore, I do not discuss conditional one inflation further in this section. See
code-prob.R in the supplementary files for details.

18 I only report the results of the model based on markersA that allow for
stem alternations. All conditional effects of the model based on markers with-
out stem alternations can be found in ce-probcheck-mu-<predictor>.pdf and
ce-probcheck-zoi-<predictor>.pdf in the supplementary materials.
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The points and solid lines correspond to the mean values of the poste-
rior distributions; the error bars and error bands show the 95% cred-
ible interval. They allow for a straightforward interpretation: given
the data and the model, we can be 95% certain that the estimated
values lie within that interval. Note that the three numeric predictors
are all standardized, so that they have a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of 1.

From Figure 3, we see that none of the predictors has a clear
impact on the probability of zero marking within the interval (0,1).
Across all predictors, the mean predictions lie between 0.15 and 0.3.
The results thus show that the probability of zero marking to occur,
excluding systematic absence or presence thereof, does not depend
much on the predictors explored here. This does not necessarily mean
that a better model is needed. It suggests that there is a high degree
of idiosyncratic variation across languages, and that no clear associ-
ation can be drawn to other relevant grammatical properties of the
inflectional systems.

Figure 4 shows the model results for the zero-one-inflation com-
ponent. It predicts the probability of a cell being exclusively zero
marked (1) or never zero marked (0) as opposed to probability values
in between those two extremes. As was shown in Table 15, no zero
marking per cell is common in the data (6437 markers out of 7861),
while exclusively zero marked cells are very rare (43 markers out of
7861). This means that zero-one-inflation predictions largely corre-
spond to the probability of no zero marking for a given cell. We can
thus interpret the conditional effects shown in Figure 4 as the proba-
bility of a very strong trend against zero marking. For the predictors
part of speech, affix position and phonological representation, we find
no substantial trends regarding a preference against zero marking. For
part of speech, adjectives and verbs appear to have a slightly higher
probability than nouns to avoid zero marking, but we have little cer-
tainty about this difference. The same can be said about the affix order
pfx+sfx; it has a slightly higher preference to avoid zero marking than
the other positions, but no clear picture emerges.

In contrast to the predictions from the beta component, we do
find clear effects of the number of values per cell and the number of
lemmas. The more lemmas are available, the lower the probability to
encounter no single case of zero marking. This is expected and shows
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that the number of lemmas needs to be controlled for. The number
of values per cell has a positive effect on the probability of avoiding
zero marking altogether. While cells expressing fewer values show no
strong preference for or against zero marking, the model predicts a
strong preference against zero marking for cells with many values.
This does not restrict where zero marking is likely to occur, but it
predicts the total absence of zero marking for complex cells with a
high probability of 0.8.

As was mentioned in Section 3.6, it is important to consider the
distribution of zero marking in morphomic paradigms as well. I fit-
ted another Bayesian zero-one-inflated regression model using mor-
phomic paradigms with the same predictors as described above. Only
the predictors including information on cells (cell, number of values
per cell) are no longer included. The model results are generally very
similar to one fitted on full paradigms. Therefore, I only show those
results that differ and provide new insights.19

19See the file code-morphomic.R for details. The conditional effects
for all predictors of the model using morphomic paradigms are found in
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Figure 5:
Conditional
effects for the
zero-one-
inflation
component of
morphomic
paradigms

The predictions from the beta regression component are similar to
the ones of the full paradigms. The overall predicted probability of
zero marking is just below 0.2, which is slightly lower than in full
paradigms. This suggests that zero marking is syncretic in a portion
of the dataset. As the credible intervals are very wide in both models
and overlap, we cannot be very certain about this finding.

For the zero-one-inflation component of the model, the condi-
tional effects of part of speech and affix position allow for additional
insights. The model predictions for those two variables are shown in
Figure 5. We see that the patterns are similar, only that the the dif-
ferences between parts of speech are much stronger now. With mor-
phomic paradigms, we can be certain that verbs and adjectives have
a stronger tendency than nouns to avoid zero altogether. The same
holds for affix position. Figure 5 shows that systems with prefixes and
suffixes are more likely to avoid zero marking altogether than systems
with suffixes only.

5FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ZERO
MARKING

5.1Cells with the highest probability of zero marking

To explore which cells are most likely to be zero marked, I subsetted
the dataset to include only those cells with a proportion of zero forms

the supplementary materials as ce-probmorph-mu-<predictor>.pdf and
ce-probmorph-zoi-<predictor>.pdf.
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≥ 0.1 in at least 10% of the languages. Subsetting the data in such
a way was necessary because of the high number of cell types. The
threshold is a heuristic, chosen to restrict the following analysis to the
cells with a reasonable crosslinguistic probability of being expressed
by zero markers. It leaves in 18 types of cells that show the strongest
association with zero marking in the observed distributions.20

In order to estimate the probability of zero marking in these cells,
I fitted a Bayesian beta regression model that predicts the probability
of zero marking from the type of cell.21 In addition, I added the num-
ber of values per cell and lemmas as group-level intercepts as well as
phylogenetic controls to account for phylogenetic biases in the data.

Figure 6 shows the observed proportions of zero forms (black tri-
angles) together with the model predictions (dots, error bars and error
bands).22 Again, the dots represent the mean values of the posterior
distribution of the zero probabilities, and the error bars and bands
show the 95% credible intervals. The observed proportions of zero
forms still differ across cells and parts of speech, ranging from 0.1
(2SG present verb forms and dative singular adjectives) to above 0.7
(indefinite singular nouns). Although adjectives have fewer cells that
met the threshold criteria than nouns and verbs, Figure 6 shows that
the cells that do meet them have comparatively high proportions of
zero marking. In nominal cells, we find a wider range including the
highest overall proportions of zero marking. Verbs show the lowest
proportions of zero marking compared to the other parts of speech.

When comparing the results of the model with the observed pro-
portions, the predicted probabilities of zero markers reflect the ob-
served proportions for the most part. Figure 6 shows a few differences,
though. For some cells, the predicted probability is much lower than

20The exact figures, including the number of languages per cell, are found in
cells-merged.csv in the supplementary materials.

21 In this case, I used beta regression instead of zero-one-inflated beta re-
gression for a combined prediction from both processes. To do so, I converted
proportions of zero to 0.0000001 and proportions of 1 to 0.9999999. Again,
I compared several models using approximated leave-one-out-cross-validation.
See code-cells.R in the supplementary materials for details.
22All conditional effects of the model based on markers without stem alterna-

tions can be found in ce-cells-check-<predictor>.pdf in the supplementary
materials.
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Figure 6:
Conditional
effects for cells
most strongly
associated with
zero marking

their observed proportions, namely for PL;VOC of adjectives, as well
as ACC;SG and INDF;SG for nouns. This points to a bias in the observed
distributions, which is also reflected in the large credible intervals of
the predictions. The PL;VOC cell is featured in four languages of the
dataset, namely in Czech, Georgian, Irish and Sanskrit. In this case, the
high proportion of zero marking is mainly an artefact of the data. The
PL;VOC cell is exclusively zero marked in the Czech data. Irish has
a low proportion of zero marked PL;VOC cells (0.22), and Georgian
as well as Sanskrit do not feature zero marking for the VOC;PL cells
of adjectives. Thus, in this case, the high overall proportion largely
comes from a single language, which is then adjusted to a much lower
prediction in the model, together with large credible intervals to in-
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dicate the high level of uncertainty. A similar explanation applies to
the ACC;SG cell of nouns. It is featured in 26 languages in the dataset,
including phylogenetically unrelated languages. However, the higher
observed proportion of zero marking is due to high proportions in a
few, mostly related, languages with large datasets.23 For the INDF;SG
cell, the lower predicted probability of zero marking is also the con-
sequence of a bias in the observed proportions. Here, the bias comes
from Norwegian Bokmål, which makes up more than 50% of all ob-
servations for this cell, and which has a very high proportion (0.88)
of zero marking.

Comparing the predictions across cells and parts of speech, we
see that the adjectival cells have a very high probability of being zero
marked. This is noteworthy, as adjectives had only very few cells that
made the threshold to begin with. While generally not associated with
zero marking, those adjectival cells that are zero marked appear to
be the ones with the strongest association with zero marking across
parts of speech. Nominal cells are generally predicted to have lower
probabilities of zero marking, except for the NOM;SG and the INDF;SG
cells, which rank second and third for the predicted probability of zero
marking. All verbal cells range between 0.1 and 0.25 for the proba-
bility of zero marking. The cell that stands out for having the highest
probability of zero marking is the 2SG imperative cell, which will be
taken up in the discussion in Section 7.2.

5.2 Values with the highest probability of zero marking

The fact that the languages in the dataset differ with respect to the
combinations of values in single cells makes it somewhat difficult to
assess the association between zero marking and cells that are less
common in the dataset. It is therefore important to consider the asso-
ciation of single grammatical values and zero marking as well. Note
that due to how zero markers were extracted, pulling apart the values
of cells and analysing their association with zero marking does not
translate directly into the traditional analysis of an abstract feature

23This includes German (0.77), Old English (0.50), Finnish (0.37), Russian
(0.35), Ukrainian (0.23), Polish (0.22) and Serbian-Croatian-Bosnian (0.30).
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value, e.g. singular, as being zero marked. Rather, the singular value
being expressed by a zero marker refers to all cells in the dataset that
encode singular (potentially besides other feature values) and that are
zero marked.

In order to examine the association of single values with zero
marking, I applied a similar threshold heuristic as in Section 5.1 to se-
lect those values that show the strongest association with zero mark-
ing. I only included values with an overall proportion of zero marking
≥ 0.02 that are featured in 10% of the languages per part of speech.
This led to the selection of 21 values in total.24 To assess how robust
the observed proportions of zero marking are, I fitted a Bayesian beta
regression model, adding a phylogenetic control and the number of
cells and lemmas as group-level effects.25

Figure 7 shows the observed proportions (triangles) together with
the model predictions (dots, lines).26 The dots represent the mean
values of the posterior distribution of the zero probabilities; error bars
and bands indicate the 95% uncertainty intervals. The distributions in
Figure 7 mostly mirror the tendencies seen in Figure 6 in the previous
section. Almost all values that make the threshold and are thus the
values with the highest proportions of zero marking have also been
part of the cells most likely to be zero marked. Only the nominal value
of vocative and the verbal values of progressive, plural and non-finite
have not been part of the cells most associated with zero marking.
Compared to cells, values show much lower absolute proportions of
zero marking. This is expected, since single values potentially occur in
many different contexts, not all of which are necessarily zero marked.
As for the three parts of speech, we now see the highest proportions for
nominal values. Adjectival and verbal values show lower proportions
of zero marking.

24The exact figures, including the number of languages per value, are found
in values-merged.csv in the supplementary materials.
25 I used the same method as for the model described in Section 5.1. See

code-values.R in the supplementary materials for details.
26All conditional effects of the model based on markers without stem alterna-

tions can be found in ce-values-check-<predictor>.pdf in the supplemen-
tary materials.
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Turning to the model predictions, we see that in the case of values, the
probability of zero marking is generally estimated by the model to be
higher than the observed proportions. This can be explained by the fact
that the model takes into account information on the affix position,
the number of cells and the number of lemmas. The effects of single
values thus correspond to their effects once all the other predictors
are controlled for. Interestingly, the affix position is also relevant in
this case. The model predicts a higher probability of zero marking for
systems with prefixes as opposed to those with suffixes.

The highest predicted probabilities of zero marking are found for
the indefinite value in adjectival and nominal inflection. This mir-
rors the model results of cells shown in Figure 6. Other values with a
comparatively high probability of zero marking are singular and nom-
inative for nouns, as well as imperative and singular for verbs. These
results also reflect the tendencies seen with cells in Section 5.1.
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6THE FREQUENCY OF ZERO MARKERS IN
LANGUAGE USE

To assess the usage frequencies of inflection markers and their phono-
logical length including zero, I analyzed the distribution of zero mark-
ers in the Universal Dependencies treebanks (UD) (Zeman et al. 2023).
To do so, I merged the adjective, noun and verb forms in UniMorph
identified as zero forms with the Universal Dependencies data. I only
included the languages for which a phonological transcription was
available, so that marker length could be approximated in a more re-
alistic way. From the original dataset, 20 languages have phonologi-
cal transcriptions and are represented in UD. For merging UniMorph
forms with forms in UD, I did not include cell information and merged
the forms purely based on their orthographic representation. The iden-
tification of zero markers, however, was based on the phonological
transcriptions and the markerA extraction as described in Section 3.
The resulting dataset contains 9975 types of markers, which are made
up of 51 types of zero markers (across different language and part
of speech combinations) and 9924 distinct types of overt markers.
In terms of token frequencies, zero markers make up 23% of all the
marker occurrences (7382497 tokens in total). For the purposes of this
study, the distribution of zero and overt markers in UD is measured
by their log-transformed token frequencies. The length of the markers
corresponds to the number of phonological segments identified with
the UniMorph dataset. Figure 8 shows the relation between log token
frequencies and marker length for adjectives, nouns and verbs. Overt
markers are shown as dots, and zero markers indicated by triangles.

As expected, Figure 8 shows a consistent tendency across the three
parts of speech for more frequent markers to be shorter. For less fre-
quent markers, however, there does not seem to be a strong tendency
to be longer; we also find many infrequent markers that are short.
As for zero markers, Figure 8 does not show clear tendencies either.
For adjectives and nouns, they appear to have comparatively high fre-
quencies, whereas no such trend is apparent for verbs.

To test the association shown in Figure 8, I fitted a Bayesian hur-
dle Poisson model, predicting the marker length from their frequen-
cies. Similarly to the zero-one-inflated beta models, a hurdle poisson
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Figure 8:
Association
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model consists of two components. The poisson component predicts
count data, and the hurdle consists of a logistic regression component
that predicts the probability of zero. This allows us to compare the
effect of frequency on marker length between zero and overt markers.

In order to determine which predictors other than token fre-
quency should be included, I fitted a series of 9 models that included
different combinations of token frequency with part of speech, affix
position and the number of cells. The performance of these models was
then compared to select the final model. I used approximated leave-
one-out cross-validation for the comparison following the method
described by Vehtari et al. (2017).27 The final model includes token
frequency and affix position as well as their interaction and the phy-
logenetic control.

Figure 9 shows the conditional effects for the Poisson compo-
nents, i.e. the part of the model that predicts the marker length. We
find a clear negative effect of marker frequency, confirming previous
results from the literature. On average, low frequency markers are
predicted to be about 0.15 phonological segments shorter than high
frequency markers. The position of the affix also proves relevant for
marker length. Despite the effect being smaller, the model predicts a

27See code-ud.R in the supplementary materials for details.
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substantial difference in marker length between systems only using
suffixes and all other systems. This becomes more evident when con-
sidering the interaction between token frequency and affix position.
The effect of frequency is greater for systems using only suffixes than
for all other systems, reaching an average difference of 0.25 phono-
logical segments between low and high frequency markers. We can
thus conclude that suffixes are more sensitive to the effect of marker
frequency than the other types of affixes.
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We see the conditional effects for the hurdle component in Figure 10.
They represent the effect that the predictors have on the probability
of a zero marker to occur.
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In stark contrast to the effects predicted for the phonological length of
markers, neither the token frequency nor the affix position affect the
probability of a zero marker. The small credible intervals show that
this is not an issue of uncertainty or too few observations. We can be
very confident in the model results that, given the data, the probability
of zero marking to occur is not associated with the token frequency
of that marker or the affix position the system uses. This means that
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there is indeed a clear difference between the effect of frequency on
marker length in general and the occurrence of zero marking. Zero
marking does not simply follow the general trend of marker length
being associated with marker frequency.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 The probability of zero marking

The results of this study allow for a number of important insights into
crosslinguistic trends of zero marking in inflection. The model results
predicting the probability of zero marking in inflectional paradigms
(Section 4) showed three important points. First, zero marking gener-
ally affects adjectives, nouns and verbs fairly equally and is not sen-
sitive to the affix position(s) used for inflection. The overall probabil-
ity of zero marking being rather low (0.1-0.3), zero marking is not a
default strategy for inflection. This finding provides quantitative sup-
port for the proposal by Stolz and Levkovych (2019, 373), who argue
that zero marking in inflection should be treated as a “morphologi-
cal mismatch on a par with established categories such as suppletion
and syncretism”. Zero marking is generally not a common strategy to
encode inflection.

Second, we saw an effect of part of speech and affix position when
analyzing zero marking in morphomic paradigms. Based on forms only
with no information about cells, zero marking was more likely to be
absent altogether in adjectives and verbs as opposed to nouns. The
same applied to systems with prefixes and suffixes as opposed to suf-
fixes only. This does not mean that nouns and systems with suffixes
have a stronger preference for zero marking. It rather suggests that
zero marking is less systematically excluded in those cases.

Third, an increasing number of values per cell was shown to be a
strong predictor for a high probability of zero marking being avoided
altogether. The predictor number of values per cell quantifies how
functionally complex a marker is. The fact that more complex cells
strictly avoid zero marking is reminiscent of what has been discussed
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as isomorphism or iconicity in the literature (cf. Haspelmath 2008b;
Lehmann 1974; Downing and Stiebels 2012; Givón 1991). While ap-
proaches differ in their details, the general idea is that the complexity
or amount of linguistic structure reflects the complexity or amount of
functional structure (meaning). It remains an open question, however,
what the functional motivation for this effect is, if there is one. It is
likely that usage distributions and frequencies are a confounding fac-
tor in that cells expressing more values may also be cells that are used
less frequently. Their preference for longer markers could thus be a
consequence of frequency rather than some iconicity principle.

7.2Cells and values associated with zero marking

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 focused on a selection of cells and grammatical
values and their association with zero marking. The results showed
that even though zero marking exhibits a high degree of variation
across lemmas and languages, it is not distributed randomly across in-
flectional paradigms. Some cells and values are comparatively likely
to be zero marked across languages. For adjectives and nouns, indef-
inite, nominative and singular (and cell combinations thereof) were
the values with the highest predicted probability of zero marking. For
verbs, the probabilities of zero marking tended to be generally lower.
The values of imperative, singular, third person and present (and cell
combinations thereof) stood out as the ones with the highest proba-
bility of zero marking. The NOM;SG cell for adjectives was the only
cell for which the probability of zero marking was predicted to be
above 0.5. In other words, this is the only cell for which we can ex-
pect zero marking to be more likely than overt marking. In all other
cases, predicted probabilities lied well below 0.5. This means that the
vast majority of inflectional marking is in fact overt, and zero marking
is more of an exception than the rule.

The values of nominative and singular, as well as their combi-
nation have long been associated with zero marking in the typologi-
cal literature (e.g. Greenberg 1963, 1966; Jakobson 1983; Koch 1995;
Croft 2003; Haspelmath and Karjus 2017; Haspelmath 2021). Interest-
ingly, there is less discussion in the literature about zero marking of
the indefinite value, which showed the strongest trend towards zero
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marking in this study. Two verbal values that have been related to zero
marking in the literature are third person (Bickel et al. 2015; Cysouw
2003; Siewierska 2010) and present tense (Bybee and Dahl 1989, 55;
Bybee 1994, 248). The results of this study confirm the association. Al-
though neither values show a crosslinguistic preference towards being
zero marked, they are part of the values with the highest probabilities
of zero marking.

Imperatives, especially second person singular forms, have also
been mentioned in the literature as being prone to zero marking (e.g.
Greenberg 1966; Koch 1995; Croft 2003; Haspelmath 2021; Aikhen-
vald 2010; Siewierska 2010). The results of the present study thus fit
in well with the expectations from the literature. Instead of phonetic
reduction, previous studies have argued for a functionally motivated
non-development scenario for zero marking in (second person singu-
lar) imperatives. The idea is that the second person is highly recover-
able in imperative contexts, e.g. as opposed to contexts of indicative
verb forms. Thus, on the level of syntax, many languages allow or
require the use of imperatives with no overt second person subject
pronoun. This in turn means that the source construction of a verbal
person marker is often not available for imperative forms (Aikhenvald
2010, 147; Nikolaeva 2007, 163; Sadock and Zwicky 1985, 173). The
crosslinguistically common absence of a suitable source construction
for personmarkers in imperative contexts may thus ultimately account
for the high probability of zero marking especially for person-number
agreement values. In addition, the use of bare verb forms for impera-
tives has been motivated by iconicity (Aikhenvald 2010, 46). Accord-
ing to her, using the shortest verb form makes imperatives very direct
and abrupt. This can convey urgency and reflect that imperatives usu-
ally call for an immediate reaction.

7.3 Frequency effects and affix position

Section 6 examined the association between the token frequency of
inflection markers and their length, including zero marking. For overt
markers, the present study could confirm Zipfian effects for inflec-
tional markers. Markers with a higher log frequency were predicted to
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have longer forms (in number of phonological segments). This corrob-
orates previous findings about form-frequency effects for inflectional
markers by Haspelmath and Karjus (2017) and Stave et al. (2021).

An aspect that has not been addressed in quantitative corpus stud-
ies so far is the effect that the position of the inflection marker has.
The results from this study showed a clear difference between inflec-
tional systems using only suffixes and those that use different com-
binations of prefixes, suffixes and infixes. If inflectional markers are
strictly suffixes, their length is predicted to be shorter than if the sys-
tem uses a combination of affix positions. The effect of token frequency
on marker length was also shown to be stronger for suffixes than for
other combinations of marker positions. This means that suffixes are
more susceptible to frequency effects on marker length than other affix
positions.

A potential explanation for this difference across affix positions is
phonetic reduction over time. We know from the literature that pho-
netic material at the end of words is reduced at higher rates than ma-
terial at the beginning of words (Bybee et al. 1990, 19, Hall 1988).
There is also evidence for word-initial (or domain-initial) syllables to
be more prominent than other syllables (e.g. Beckman 1998; Smith
2005; Cho et al. 2007; Kim 2004; Keating et al. 2004). Especially word-
initial consonants tend to be strengthened and lengthened (e.g. White
et al. 2020; Cho and Keating 2009; Fougeron 2001; Cho and Keat-
ing 2001). This is relevant, since Bybee et al. (1990, 26) find that
inflectional prefixes are crosslinguistically significantly more likely to
have initial consonants than inflectional suffixes. Taken together, it is
plausible that these properties contribute to suffixes being more likely
candidates for phonetic reduction over time than affixes in other po-
sitions.

7.4Support for the non-development scenario of zero
markers

The other major finding from Section 6 is that the association between
token frequency and marker length did not hold for zero markers.
Their distributions in the Universal Dependencies treebanks showed
that neither token frequency nor affix position were associated with
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the occurrence of a zero marker. This is evidence against the tradi-
tional (implicit) assumption in typology that zero markers behave like
short markers in terms of their distribution in language use (e.g. Bybee
2011; Croft 2003; Greenberg 1966; Haspelmath 2021). At the same
time, the results from this study confirm previous studies, arguing
that coding efficiency and frequency may not be suitable or a suffi-
cient explanation for zero marking in inflectional morphology (Stolz
and Levkovych 2019; Guzmán Naranjo and Becker 2021; Bickel et al.
2015; Cysouw 2003; Siewierska 2010; Seržant and Moroz 2022).

The difference between overt and zero markers in terms of their
association with token frequencies also provides evidence for the non-
development scenario leading to zero markers. The other, potential
mechanism leading to zero marking is phonetic reduction. Phonetic
reduction is commonly invoked as the mechanism responsible for the
shortening of forms and the development of zero forms (Bybee 2003,
2007, 2015; Givón 2018; Haspelmath 2008a; Lehmann 2015). Bybee
(2003, 2015) in particular has argued for phonetic reduction being a
consequence of the repetition and automatization in production in the
course of grammaticalization.

The main alternative to phonetic reduction is the differential
non-development of a marker (cf. Bybee 1994; Cristofaro 2019, 2021;
Haspelmath 2008a). For instance, we can imagine a scenario in which
number is not marked on nouns at a given point in time. For indepen-
dent reasons, plural marking could be developed. At the same time
that the plural marker develops into an inflectional exponent, the ab-
sence of it becomes more systematically associated with the singular.
Then, at some point, the singular is expressed by a zero form. In such
a scenario, the zero marker results from the opposition to another new
exponent of a different cell of the paradigm.

We can assume that phonetic reduction is at least in part responsi-
ble for the patterns found with overt markers, since we found a strong
association between token frequency and marker length. Given that
such an effect was not found for zero markers, the role of phonetic re-
duction as the main factor driving their development is questionable.
As was mentioned above, the other main mechanism that can lead to
the development of zero marking is the differential non-development
of an inflection marker. For such a scenario, usage token frequencies
may still play a role, but it would be much more indirect. In a non-
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development scenario, the zero marker is only a consequence of the
development of a different marker. The development process thus de-
pends on a number of factors that are not directly related to the zero
marker itself. The results from Section 6 cannot offer direct evidence
in favor of the non-development scenario, but they are more com-
patible with this scenario than with the phonetic reduction scenario.
There is certainly no single answer as to which mechanism leads to
zero marking; it is likely that both and yet other mechanisms are in-
volved, although likely to differing degrees. Diachronic corpus work
is needed to shed more lights on the development of zero marking and
its crosslinguistic tendencies.

8CONCLUSION

This study offered a first token-based overview of zero marking in ad-
jectival, nominal and verbal inflectional morphology across languages.
Using the UniMorph dataset, it took into account the behavior of single
lemmas to capture the variation across inflection classes and irregular
forms. As for the probability of zero marking in inflection, the results
showed that zero marking is generally not a preferred marking strat-
egy, as it is predicted to only occur in 10-30% of inflected forms. No
single cells or values showed a strong association with zero marking.
Nevertheless, the values with the highest probability of zero marking
(nominative, singular, indefinite, third person, present, imperative)
confirmed observations from the typological literature. The findings
further evidenced a high degree of idiosyncratic variation across lan-
guages and lemmas in the distribution of zero markers.

In addition, the study analyzed the token frequencies of zero
markers together with those of overt markers in several corpora from
the Universal Dependencies treebanks. For overt markers, the results
showed that the token frequency has a stronger effect on the phonolog-
ical length of suffixes compared to other affixes. This fits into a wider
picture of phonetic differences between suffixes and other positions.
For the probability of zero markers, however, no association with their
frequency was found. This is new evidence for a fundamental differ-
ence between the distribution of overt and zero markers. Zero markers
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do not simply follow the distributional patterns of short markers. This
difference was argued to support a differential non-development sce-
nario of zero marking rather than a phonetic reduction scenario.
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